Comments on creating choices for living, working and recreating:
- There are 2 libraries and family centers where there are Cambodian workers who help families and students find jobs.
- There are health clinics and ethnic stores where people can shop their ethnic food.
- There are community centers, parks and walking trails for families to come and play.
- Housing prices are rising. We don’t have enough money for food, only for rent. Poor people are moving out somewhere else.
- Parked cars have been vandalized such as broken car windshields

Comments on shaping a transit-oriented community for the neighborhood:
- New Light Rail
- Welcome new comers
- Walking to nearby service centers.
- Stores and stop lights.

Comments on achieving urban sustainability:
- Schools nearby.
- Stop lights at every corner for safe walking.
- Yes, I really like to take the light rail to downtown and other places. We would like to see the light rail riding ticket price be reasonably cheap for all people.